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From The Leader to Many Leaders: The Value and Limits of Fullen’s Leadership 

Framework for Leaders Inside Organizations  

Introduction 

In Leading in a Culture of Change Fullan (2001) provides readers with a model for 

leadership in our contemporary world. Throughout the book he grounds his model in stories of 

leaders working in business and education. In this essay I apply Fullen’s ideas for how leadership 

works to interpret a case study of a story of the personal best of a leader working in instructional 

technology design for PBS. Shawn Rider is the Senior Manager for Education Technology 

Strategy at PBS. In short, he leads a team of developers at PBS to create tools to support teaching 

and learning. Fullan’s ideas capture many important factors that are essential parts of leading in 

contemporary organizations, however, his model of leadership is not enough to provide direct 

and practical guidance to someone who is a leader in an organization and not the leader in the 

organization. In practice, organizations have many leaders. Rider’s personal best case illustrates 

how many of the core components of Fullen’s model can lead to success, however, Rider’s 

dissatisfaction with what his organization has been able to accomplish as a result of his 

leadership suggests the extent to which the model is insufficient as a guide to leaders working 

inside organizational structures that remain outside their control.  

Description of method 

I have known Rider and the results of his work on various PBS projects for several years. 

When I read about this assignment on the course syllabus I knew that I wanted to contact him. I 

emailed Rider shortly after our first class and he was happy to participate. To give him time to 

reflect on my questions I decided to conduct our interview over email. I developed a set of 

questions which I thought would best allow him to richly describe the situation and it’s 
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outcomes. From there, I coded sections of Rider’s comments according to components of 

Fullen’s model which I felt those sections reflected. At that point I drafted a description of his 

personal best case. My analysis reflects the results of thinking through my coding of his 

responses and the development of his personal best case. 

Description of Personal Best Case  

Rider was responsible for leading a team to rebuild a platform called Peer Connection. 

Rider is particularly proud of his leadership on this project for a year starting in the fall of 2008. 

Peer connection was designed to be a tool that allowed teachers and teacher mentors to share 

instructional resources which they and professional staff at PBS had created. The original 

software was created by a tech team that was rather hostile to the product development team. 

After Rider's immediate boss was replaced by someone much more open to input Rider was put 

in a position to lead the technical team on this project. Rider knew that he would need to change 

this relationship if he was going to be able to build a successful product. 

When asked about his own motivations for the project Rider was quick to suggest that “I 

really believed in the core concept -- a purpose-built social network designed specifically to 

enhance face-to-face interactions in a very specific way.” He had a clear sense that this work was 

valuable and from the beginning, and he saw this project as a chance for him to help further the 

overarching educational mission of PBS. 

 Once Rider was given the authority to lead his team he made a substantial change to the 

process of work. Specifically, he implemented a agile software development model as opposed 

to the documentation driven model which had previously been in place. For those unframilier, 

traditional models of software development involve putting together requirements documents 

that describe every bit of functionality and then handing off those documents to software 

developers who implement them. In contrast, agile software development models dramatically 
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increase the communication and iteration involved in software development. Instead of having a 

single trade off from the product team to the tech team this new model involved both teams 

being involved in bi-weekly meetings to discuss the next two weeks of work in which the tech 

team would iteratively develop the software application that effected both his team and the way 

his team related to the product development team. In practice, this resulted in two major changes. 

First, Rider had significantly higher amounts of interaction with the product team, who now felt 

like they had a much clearer path to providing input into the software development process. 

Second, as part of the iterative process his team worked much more directly with each other and 

had the opportunity to directly learn from each other. This gave him an opportunity to 

communicate much more with his team and provide both criticism and praise. At the core of this 

approach was the idea that they were a community of learners. As he noted, “I never criticized 

them for something they simply didn’t know; rather, if I detected there was a gap in knowledge, I 

would help them figure out how to find the knowledge they needed.”As a result of his hard work 

and leadership Rider was able to launch a much more stable and well designed piece of software 

and build much more positive relationships with the product development team. With that noted, 

he was ultimately unsatisfied with some of the results of his work. While the tool is a successful 

platform, it has not been promoted, or made a significant component of PBS's mission. Over 

time he has seen the results of his efforts eroded by a lack of vision from other leaders within the 

organization. 

Case Analysis  

The story of Rider’s personal best touches on many of the components of Fullen’s model 

for leadership. With that said, Rider’s ultimate dissatisfaction is indicative of many of the 

limitations of this model. In this section I briefly describe Fullen’s model, illustrate how and 
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where it connects with Rider’s case and make some initial suggestions for why, despite 

exhibiting characteristics that Fullen isolates as characteristics of successful leaders, and 

achieving significant success for a period of time, the lack of support for Rider’s achievements 

and success within the organization illustrate how the model’s focus on the leader as opposed to 

many leaders remains a significant limitation for applying his model to practice.  

 Fullen suggests a model of leadership which focuses on five themes. He believes that 

leaders need to establish a moral purpose for their work, that they need to act with a robust 

understanding of how change works in organizations, and that they need to focus on developing 

relationships, building knowledge, and helping to make coherence in their work and 

organizations. These, along with a healthy dose of enthusiasm energy and hope as well as 

commitment from members will lead to “more good things happening and fewer bad things 

happening.” (Fullen, 2001, p.4). 

 Fullen’s model maps quite well on to Rider’s description. Rider stepped up to the 

challenge of leadership in large part because he had a sense of moral purpose, he believed in this 

specific project and more broadly in the values of disseminating education and knowledge that 

PBS espouses. As part of understanding change, and recognizing that “reculturing is the name of 

the game,” (Fullen, 2001, p.34) he implemented a new model for software development model 

that prompted a culture shift for thinking about their work. The Agile development model shifted 

the work environment away from one that focused on each person doing their individual work 

and instead fostered a team environment. Like Fullen, Shawn was also interested in building and 

strengthening relationships within the organization. The in development practices brought 

 change in the relationship between his team and the product development team. Where 

previously these two teams had had little communication and to some extent worked in isolation 
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from each other they now had a sense of shared responsibility and work. This practice also 

worked to increase knowledge sharing and creation. Specifically, the agile development model 

provide an explicit practice that increased knowledge sharing between teams and within the 

technology team. Within his own team, the focus on collaborative work at the core of the agile 

software development model meant that he had the chance to foster a culture that supported 

learning instead of one that punishes ignorance. 

 In short, Rider’s leadership and his success clearly illustrate the value of many of the 

principles in Fullen’s model. With that said, Fullen’s model does not leave us with much advice 

to give Rider for what he might to do improve. Simply put, Rider’s team is doing great work, and 

has built a great relationship with the team they work closely with, but his project has not been 

recognized within the organization and the software has been underutilized as a tool largely 

because of factors that have to do with the top level leadership of the organization.  

Conclusion and Implications 

 Fullen’s framework for leading in a culture of change illustrates a set of valuable 

components of leadership. Rider’s personal best case clearly shows how those principles can be a 

part of the work of a leader working on instructional technology software development. 

However, the framework does not provide guidance for leaders who are constrained by the 

structures of their organizations. Importantly, Fullen’s model describes characteristics of 

Leaders, all it asks from the members is commitment, but what kind of organization can be 

clearly separated into leaders and members? Rider is clearly a leader in his organization, he has 

accomplished much but beyond this he is constrained by the top-level leadership of his 

organization. For leaders inside organizations, not on-top of organizations, it is clear that 

Fullen’s model highlights valuable features but is clearly insufficient to fully implement, support 
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and sustain change. In Fullen’s defense, he set out to write a book about what the leader or 

leaders at an institution or organization need to do. The book is not really intended to be a guide 

to those who are not at the top. However, as Rider’s case illustrates, his organization, like many 

is one of many leaders. He has been able to implement significant change, but within the 

constraints of his organizational structure. This case suggests the potential value that could come 

from devising a model for leadership in a culture of change that focuses on an organization with 

many leaders instead of providing guidance to individual leaders. As Fullen suggests, we need to 

embrace complexity, and any wholehearted embrace of complexity would need to recognize that 

it we need to be thinking about how experts like Rider can be fostered and empowered as leaders 

within, but not at the top of organizations.  
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